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For centuries now, the ﬁnancial industry seemed to have clear-cut rules, deﬁnitive
paths, and long-term stability. It took only a few years for cryptocurrencies and its
underpinning blockchain technology to lay bare this age-old misconception. Our
goal is to develop one of the most exciting betting platform that enables users to
place bets on their favourite cryptocurrency. Our mission is usher in transparency,
and peer-to-peer exchange through blockchain technology. Our solutions is
DogRacing Cryptocurrency betting platform.
If you've ever enjoyed greyhound race, you'll know just how spectacular and
dynamic they are. We believe that cryptocurrency value index can be a perfect
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racer too. Put them into desired track length of 1 hour, 1 day or 1 week and we
have a full racing event with start and ﬁnish. Betting makes every race more
exciting, so you are welcome to bet on a leader (highest percentile increase in
value at the ﬁnish line of your chosen cryptocurrency) or other ﬁnishing
conditions. Special tournaments and games combined with state-of-the art web
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interface will lead to thrilling betting experience. Transparent and safe betting is
ensured by Ethereum Smart Contract technology.
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ICO and DGR Tokens
We have put in an extreme amount of effort and resources into developing
DogRacing. This is why we're now pleased to announce that the platform is ready
to welcome members into its cryptocurrency betting ecosystem through an ICO
that kicks off on 2018.04.20. Limited amount of DGR tokens will be offered to
whitelist members and public. Token holders will be entitled to monthly dividends
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from a pool generated by the 5% commission off every bet on the platform. 10% of
all tokens are designated to Jackpot pool and only token owners can compete for
Jackpot winnings. Token holders are also entitled to voting right. Additional
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information will be available in the upcoming Whitepaper.
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Why DogRacing
Our goal is to offer a frictionless and direct betting platform for users to bet on
their favourite cryptocurrency against others. Through an intuitive and
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easy-to-use interface, our platform will facilitate various tournaments and games
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based on value change of cryptocurrency. Due to the nature of blockchain and
cryptocurrency technology players can rely on safe betting environment via
Ethereum Smart Contract. DGR token ownership will enable additional features
and betting options, including becoming the Jackpot winner and enjoying monthly
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dividends.
Following cryptocurrency market will never be the same once you place a bet on
your favourite coin and see it win the race.
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